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WHAT IT DID FOR ME !!!!!!!!!!
Hi
If your reading this its probably because someone you know has told you
about this absolutely AMAZING product that is 20 yrs ahead of its time .
They have shown you some video's and told you how good it is but your still
not sure . Let me tell you my story .
I have studied and tried many products over the years . Before Liquid Bio
Cell I was drinking a product called Monavie . It has the same super fruits ,
acai berry , resveratrol , and loads of antioxidants. I drank it for about 5
years . I felt good , had some extra energy but that was it . When I saw
Jusuru ( Liquid Bio Cell ) and saw the results that people were getting I
wanted to know why . After watching some video's I knew why . Jusuru has
3 extra ingredients . These 3 things are why people are seeing such
unbelievable results and they are Collagen , Chondroitin Sulfate and
Hyaluronic acid . These 3 ingredients when combined together become the
answer our bodies were looking for .
Up until the age of late 20s early 30s our body's produced this keeping us
young and healthy . After that the body quits making this and when it does
our body and cells begin to break down and dehydrate . The results are that
our skin begins to wrinkle and our bones and joints begin to slowly break
down . Liquid Bio Cell replaces this in our bodies and joints and cells actually
begin to rebuild themselves . The result is …. you look and Feel better .
Whould you like to look and feel better . I had the same desire so I tried it .
I have had what they call bakers cysts on the backs of my knees for 10
years . This is where the fluid from the front of the knee has moved to the
back of the knee and resembles an egg sticking out the back of my knee . I
have had 3 sets of chortizone shots in my knee's over the past 5 yrs . They
would help for awhile but after that the pain and discomfort would return . I
could barely get up the steps at night . I could not jump or run anymore . I
will be 50 this year . I wanted my life back and I got it .
After just a week and a half of drinking liquid bio cell , one of the cysts on the
back of my knee is gone the other is half the size it was . After 2 weeks I
could run , I could jump , I could squat down again . I can even go up the
steps at 10:00 at night with no discomfort . I was absolutely amazed . So off I
went to tell the world about this great product . I have never seen a product
that delivered this kind of results so quickly . My knees are not 100 % yet but
they get better ever day . I realized just the other day after 5 weeks … I
HAVE NO JOINT PAIN AT ALL ! I have a partially crushed disk in my back
…. No pain , feels great . I still cant believe it .
I have had saggy skin bags under my eyes for years . My wife said I should
get Botoks shots and that would make them go away for awhile . For me that
was not gonna happen . After 3 weeks those bags are gone and the skin
smoothed out . I have also noticed some lines in my face that are fading .
I also have psoriasis ( a skin condition ) for which there has been no real
cure just ways to keep it under control . Many in this company have assured
me that it will be GONE but it will take a month or two . I have taken a lot of
before pictures as should you before you start drinking it because there will
be changes . I have noticed a change in my psoriasis in the right direction . It
is really starting to clear up . Your results may vary but I cannot stress
enough that you take a GOOD LONG LOOK at this product and the
testimonials that are occuring more and more everyday . If you give it the 90
day challenge and dont see any results I will be shocked .
Thats my story . What will yours be .
John Sigmund
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